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The field of computational creativity, including musical metacreation, strives to develop artificial systems that are capable of demonstrating creative behavior or producing creative artefacts. But the claim of creativity is often assessed, subjectively only on the part of the researcher, and not objectively at all. This paper provides theoretical motivation for more systematic evaluation of musical metacreation and computationally creative systems, and presents an overview of current methods used to assess human and machine creativity that may be adapted for this purpose. In order to highlight the need for a varied set of evaluation tools, a distinction is drawn between three types of creative systems: those which are purely generative; those which contain internal or external feedback; and those which are capable of reflection and self-reflection. To address the evaluation of each of these aspects, concrete examples of methods and techniques are suggested to help researchers 1) evaluate their systems’ creative process and generated artefacts, and test their impact on the perceptual, cognitive, and affective states of the audience, and 2) build mechanisms for reflection into the creative system, including models of human perception and cognition, to endow creative systems with internal evaluative mechanisms to drive self-reflective processes. The first type of evaluation can be considered external to the creative system, and may be employed by the researcher to both better understand the efficacy of their system and its impact, and to incorporate feedback into the system. Here, we take the stance that understanding human creativity can lend insight to computational approaches, and knowledge of how humans perceive creative systems and their output can be incorporated into artificial agents as feedback to provide a sense of how a creation will impact the audience. The second type centers around internal evaluation, in which the system is able to reason about its own behavior and generated output. We argue that creative behavior cannot occur without feedback and reflection by the creative/metacreative system itself. More rigorous empirical testing will allow computational and metacreative systems to become more creative by definition, and can be used to demonstrate the impact and novelty of particular approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We live in a period of significant advancement in the area of music creation, with new approaches, techniques, and theoretical dialogue surfacing in a broad range of research circles. Rapid growth has recently been seen in musical metacreation (MuMe)
in particular, an area within the field of computational creativity (CC). Colton and Wiggins [2012, §1] provide a working definition of CC as

“the philosophy, science and engineering of computational systems which, by taking on particular responsibilities, exhibit behaviours that unbiased observers would deem to be creative.”

Research within MuMe specifically seeks to automate aspects of musical creativity, with the aim of producing systems or artefacts that would be deemed creative by unbiased observers. Echoing the above definition of CC, Pasquier et al. [2014] consider a computer program to be a metacreation “if it exhibits behaviors that would be considered creative if performed by humans.” In spite of recent growth within MuMe, however, there is commonly little systematic evaluation of metacreative systems or artefacts, especially in empirical terms. As MuMe is considered to be a branch of CC, research in this area should adhere to the empirical and evaluative standards established by the larger CC community (e.g., Jordanous [2012]), which in turn will help to promote the advancement of both fields.

Considering recent developments in MuMe, it is insightful to highlight the difference between generative models and creative models of music (as discussed, for example, in the Proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Computational Creativity; see also Wiggins et al. [2009]). Although many generative models have become quite sophisticated, they do not contain an element of reflection or evaluation, and therefore might not necessarily be considered creative systems in their own right (see Figure 1). For example, it is not uncommon for generative systems to rely on the human designer and/or user to preside over matters of aesthetics, which results in the lack of an inbuilt capacity for evaluation or self-reflection. Naturally, the development of generative systems may stem from motivations other than the investigation and implementation of fully creative systems. However, the consideration of metacreation systems from a perspective of CC may present previously unconsidered theoretical and practical opportunities, including music generation based on a model of how the audience is likely to respond.

In an attempt to produce a set of meaningful, quantitative and qualitative measures of musical creativity, one may find clues by examining how humans exhibit creative musical behavior. Individual human creativity, and self-evaluation of created artefacts, are dependent upon the individual’s domain-specific expertise, the social experiences and social climate in which the creator is embedded, and the individual’s particular goals at hand [Wiggins et al. 2015]. The specific audience at hand is also a key factor, especially within the context of computationally-generated music, as academic and domain experts may focus on different aims or attributes of the systems and their output [Eigenfeldt et al. 2012]. By considering the processes underlying creative behavior and self-evaluation in humans, we can learn how to eventually build these techniques for reflection and critique into musical generative systems. Incorporating humanistic aspects of the creative process are not a requirement for MuMe systems, of course, and computational processes are likely to differ from those of humans; however, knowledge of human perception and production may provide helpful insight for achieving the MuMe system’s goals. In addition, findings about the ways in which humans judge artificial systems are also discussed, because biases and expectations relating to artificial systems and technology can greatly influence creative evaluation.

To identify mechanisms underlying musical creativity and evaluation in humans, we consider a range of empirical findings from different areas, including behavioral psychology (e.g., lateral and divergent thinking tasks), cognitive science (e.g., learning and expectation mechanisms underlying knowledge representation and creative behaviors), relevant theoretical constructs (such as conceptual spaces theory), and neuro-
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science (e.g., examining brain response whilst engaging in creative behavior to assess the neural processes and functional organization of brain areas implicated in creative tasks). After examining relevant behavioral and cognitive findings as outlined above, we will discuss how methods of feedback and self-evaluation may be implemented to extend the creative potential of generative models. We posit that the grand challenge of this area is to model what the viewer/listener will perceive and how she will react, which requires a listener model, reflection, and dynamic response to this feedback and reflection. The range of methods outlined in this paper is by no means exhaustive, but we hope to support an expansion of the current methods used for testing computational creativity (as well as the theoretical motivation for more rigorous empirical evaluation), and extend our conclusions to the area of MuMe in particular.

The structure of this paper reflects our focus not only on the evaluation of generated artefacts and underlying creative processes, but also on the evaluation requirements of and for systems including feedback and reflection.

In order to suggest evaluation methods for these different purposes, we consider three important aspects of creative systems, as illustrated in Figure 1: first is the purely generative part, in which a software system, via some generative process, produces artefacts which are then presented to an audience. The second aspect is feedback, which may consist of the creative system's own processes or generated output (for example, a MuMe system may take into consideration the previously generated melody to compose its next melody), or contain direct or indirect psychological, cognitive, and/or affective responses from the audience. Finally, the third aspect is self-evaluation through reflection, which can again be based on the system's own processes and output, as well as on reasoning about the impact of these on the listener or audience.

The first two aspects can be addressed by implementing evaluation methods which are external to the system, to assess the creative process, generated artefacts, and audience perceptual/cognitive/affective states. In addition to testing the system and its impact on the audience, these methods may be used to build feedback into the system, to influence real-time creative processes. The third aspect, reflection, may be addressed by incorporating a model of the system within the context of its performance space, or a model of some aspect of the audience. Accordingly, Section 4 discusses two areas of external evaluation: methods to evaluate characteristics of the creative process and generated artefacts, and methods to test the audience's perceptual and emotional responses to the system and its output. Then, Section 5 focuses on internal evaluation by providing examples of techniques which may be used to model audience states, which are useful if not necessary for building reflection into a creative system. Before delving into these methods, we first contextualize our discussions by providing an overview of theoretical approaches to creativity (Section 2), and frame the importance of evaluation in relation to common goals of MuMe and CC systems (Section 3).

2. THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON CREATIVITY

An early attempt to formalize the investigation of creativity was by Arthur Koestler [1964], who formulated a general theory of human creativity that introduced the idea of *bisociation*: a blending of ideas drawn from previously unrelated semantic matrices of thought. The theory focuses on abstraction, categorization, and analogy as a means of forming bisociations. This approach was very influential for subsequent models of creativity, especially the theory of *conceptual blending* [Fauconnier and Turner 2008; Tunner and Fauconnier 1995]. Conceptual blending provides a framework and terminology for discussing creative thought processes, and for outlining how existing concepts may be combined to form a novel blend of ideas. It is not difficult to imagine
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Fig. 1. Illustrating the different aspects of creative systems which may benefit from formal evaluation: The systems range from the merely generative (top), to the fully creative, reflective system (bottom). 1A. The solid lines from the Creative System to the Generated artefact and ultimately to the Audience represent the flow of information through the process of generation without feedback or reflection. 1B. In this system, the dotted lines marked with an ‘F’ represent feedback from the Audience, or from the Creative Process or Generated artefacts themselves. 1C. This sophisticated type of system incorporates reflection, as denoted by dashed lines marked with an ‘R’: information regarding the Creative Process, Generated artefacts, and/or the Audience is taken into consideration by the creative system for self-assessment and reflection. It is this last element of reflection that is necessary for qualification as a truly creative system. Note that it is technically possible for a reflective system to not contain feedback, but because this scenario is rare, we focus on the three distinctions illustrated above (purely generative systems, systems containing feedback, and systems containing reflection). Note also that the context in which the Audience and Creative System are embedded is not explicitly shown, but taken to be an implicit part of the Creative System and Audience.
how this approach is useful in a computational setting, for developing new melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic content based on existing material.

In her seminal book *The Creative Mind*, Margaret Boden [2004] identifies three different types of creativity, relative to the notion of the conceptual space which contains all the concepts of a particular kind: combinatorial, exploratory, and transformational. Combinatorial creativity, similar in principle to the conceptual blending framework mentioned above, is the process of amalgamating elements of existing concepts to form a new concept, and, where the concepts combined are from different conceptual spaces, forming a new conceptual space as well. For example, within a particular conceptual space of musical genres, one can discover novel combinations of features to meet an artistic goal, e.g., combining a traditional folk melody with blues harmonization, or generating idiomatic jazz variations of melodies by J. S. Bach as demonstrated by Tzimeas and Mangina [2006].

Exploratory creativity involves discovering novel concepts or items within an existing conceptual space. For example, within the existing rhythmic schemata and syncopation structures of Latin jazz or traditional West African music [Tzimeas and Mangina 2009], discovering a previously unencountered rhythmic pattern within the space. And lastly, transformational creativity involves changing the structure or rules defining the conceptual space itself, or the type of traversal through this space. Transformational creativity thus produces a shift in thought or paradigm, enabling a new set of possible created artefacts. Modern technologies that alter the types of sounds we are able to produce or enable new kinds of creative interaction between human performers and artificial systems are candidates for this type of boundary-shifting creativity [Wiggins and Forth 2016].

Boden also offers the distinction between psychological creativity, or P-creativity, which refers to a particular individual's creativity, and historical creativity, or H-creativity, which is creativity recognized as novel at the societal level [Boden 2004].

Geraint Wiggins has formalized Boden's conceptual spaces theory in his creative systems framework (CSF) [Wiggins 2006a,b]. The CSF is a theoretical framework for describing and comparing creative systems, conceptualized as computational processes, but not excluding human components [Wiggins and Forth 2016]. Thus it provides a shared terminology which enables discourse about creative systems [see, for example, Ritchie 2007; Maher 2010]. The CSF formalizes Boden's notion of exploratory creativity as a well-defined process of traversal through the universe of partial concepts. This search procedure takes into account a rule set specifying a subset of the universe, corresponding to Boden's idea of conceptual space. The system must be able to internally evaluate the artefacts it encounters, which may include discoveries that do not conform to the rules specifying the current conceptual space—so-called aberrant concepts—that may or may not be valuable. The discovery of aberrant concepts may require that a system revises its conceptual space and/or traversal mechanism. Boden's proposal of transformational creativity is formalized in the CSF as exploratory creativity at the meta-level, where the conceptual space is the conceptual space of conceptual spaces, rather than a conceptual space of concepts or artefacts. Understanding this relationship between exploratory and transformational creativity leads to the conclusion that transformational creativity necessarily involves reflection: the system must be capable of reasoning about itself, either in response to external feedback, or with respect to internal evaluative mechanisms. By describing MuMe systems in terms of the CSF, the designer can relate aspects of a specific implementation to wider theories of creativity. Furthermore, the formalism facilitates precise specification of hypotheses and appropriate evaluation criteria, and importantly enables results to be comparable between different systems.

Boden [1998] raises the issue of evaluation as a fundamental aspect of creativity. We note that there are two aspects of evaluation in creative systems: first, the eval-
uation of the system itself, viewed from the outside, as a scientific and/or creative contribution, which may concern either the creative outputs, or the creative process, or both; and, second, the evaluation by the system itself of its own outputs, as part of the creative process. In the former case, evaluation may be implicit, in, for example, a heuristic search process, and so identifying it may require subtle analysis. Again, the CSF provides tools for thinking about evaluation within a creative system.

Wiggins et al. [2015] formulate evaluation as a function of four parameters: artefact, creator, audience, and context. This gives a clear signal of how difficult the problem is in general. However, for the purposes of MuMe, these parameters can be pinned down: the creator is generally a hybrid system including the music-programmer and her software; and the audience and context are also well-understood. Thus, the problem becomes more manageable, as illustrated by Wiggins and Forth [2016].

3. CONTEXTUALIZING EVALUATION: AREAS OF INTEREST FOR MUME AND MUSICAL CC SYSTEMS

Now that we have considered theoretical perspectives for examining creativity, and motivated the need for different types of evaluation depending on the type of MuMe system (generative, generative with feedback, or fully reflective), it is helpful to ground our discussion in practical application. We therefore present some of the main areas of interest to computational creativity in music and MuMe in order to provide tangible applications of evaluation methods that may be applied in these areas. Below we discuss common goals of these systems, including the generation of melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic content, creating an affective response in the audience, and developing interactive systems that take the performer or audience into consideration during creative processing. The techniques we discuss here are applicable or relevant to each of these different levels and aspects of music creation.

3.1. Melodic and Harmonic generation

The problem of generating melody and/or harmony computationally is one of the oldest areas of interest in computer-generated music, probably because the earliest computers were not capable of generating audio for themselves, so they were conceptualized as score-generators. The earliest known computer-generated score was the Illiac Suite [Hiller and Isaacson 1959, 1993], for string quartet, in which musical textures were generated statistically. The Illiac Suite, which was named after the computer used to generate it, was presented purely as a work of art (though the methods used were explained). The purely artistic perspective meant that evaluation, in the scientific sense, was unnecessary: the work is what it is, and no formal evaluation will change that.

Other notable pieces of work in this area are by Cope [1987, 1991, 2005] and Ebcioğlu [1988, 1990]. Cope uses a template based approach\(^1\) in which the harmonic and melodic content of one human-composed work is adapted into the rhythmic structure of another. It is evaluated by means of a so-called “musical Turing Test”\(^2\) [Cope 2005] where humans are invited to approve of it as stylistic pastiche at a public concert. While this may give a general stamp of approval, the approach is fraught with difficulty, because it is very broad-brush, so it does not give specific information with which to improve systems or theory, and, since there is evidence that humans may be biased against computers in creative contexts [Moffat and Kelly 2006], the results may be skewed.

\(^1\)Cope does not explain his work in reproducible detail, so this claim is based on a report by Douglas Hofstadter in the same book [Wiggins 2007].

\(^2\)In fact, the nature of the Imitation Game, as specified by Turing [1950], is rather different from this evaluation. Ariza [2009] provides a comprehensive analysis of Turing-like and other discriminatory tests in the context of generative music.
Ebcioğlu’s CHORAL system is an archetype of “Good Old-Fashioned AI” in which a highly detailed rule system is combined with a specially designed intelligent backtracking language designed to deal with the highly problematic search space of harmony (in this case, in the style of J. S. Bach). Phon-Amnuaisuk et al. [2006] and Hörl and Menzel [1998] also focused on Baroque harmony, the former echoing Ebcioğlu [1988] in focusing on search control, and the latter employing then cutting-edge artificial neural network technology. Part of the reason that J. S. Bach is such a strong focus of interest is that his style is copiously studied and explicated in the musicology literature, so that harmony generated in this style is relatively easy to evaluate, as least as a stylistic pastiche generator, because a good model exists with which to compare it. This is not the case for the vast majority of musical styles. Pearce and Wiggins [2007] were more unusual in considering the generation of melody in Baroque Chorale style. Again, good music-theoretic understanding of the genre made evaluation and—uniquely in this literature—resulting specific improvement of the system possible, by means of a version of the Consensual Assessment Technique [Amabile 1996b], discussed below in section 4.2. More recently, Brown et al. [2015] have developed a number of melodic generation algorithms based on preference rule and statistical models of music cognition.

Another well-theorized area is jazz, in both melody and harmony. Numerous researchers have worked on jazz melody and harmony, and, in the case of the latter, there is a good model on which to work [e.g., Pachet 1990; Biles 1994; Steedman 1996; Papadopoulos and Wiggins 1998; Lewis 2000; Pachet 2002].

A successful researcher with a slightly different aim is Robert Rowe [2001]. Rowe’s Cypher system, begun in the late 1980s, and still being used, is a performance environment specifically intended for live computational generation of music from a “score”, but driven by instrumental performance, connected to the computer via MIDI. In this work, the harmonic, melodic and rhythmic structures generated by the computer are defined by a human composer, and produced in response to stimulus from a human performer. As such, it is rather difficult to draw a clear line around generation by the machine itself, since the overall effect is very much a hybrid of human (composer and performer) and computer.

Notwithstanding the exceptions of Jazz and Bach, where a strong music theory provides a basis for semi-objective evaluation on the basis of style, there is a general dearth of strong models against which to compare musical outputs, because to do so completely would entail solving numerous open problems of music perception, and/or involve substantially more detailed music-theoretic accounts than are normally available: Chuan and Chew [2011] evaluate their harmonic sequence generator by reference to the harmonic analyzer of Temperley and Sleator [1999] and in terms of information-theoretic measures, but this is the exception and not the rule. Another noteworthy example is the harmonic sequence generator of Burnett et al. [2012], which also provides a useful discourse on the evaluation of MuMe creativity (by re-framing the question concerning the extent to which a computer system is creative) in terms of how distinguishable the computer-generations are from human-generated examples. The generation of electronic dance music is also particularly interesting in this regard as the style itself is the result of heavily automated production techniques, and offers the potential for evaluation in terms of contemporary cultural practices, which may be probed in the form of listening tests, on-line questionnaires, or even by covertly releasing computer generated compositions into the public domain in order to elicit qualitative and quantitative feedback [e.g. Collins 2008; Anderson et al. 2013]. However in general, where comparators do exist they pertain only to specific stylistic pastiche, and then in a more-or-less informal way [e.g., Biles 1994; Phon-Amnuaisuk et al. 1999; Cope 2005]. This places the scientific study of MuMe, beyond the purely technological, in a
difficult position. Our solution is to look beyond the musicological and stylistic, into the psychological theory that underpins hearing and therefore music cognition [Wiggins 2009, 2012a,c,d]. Thus, we claim, we may be able to find general approaches which help us to evaluate MuMe, not only in the context of stylistic generation, but also in more generally creative terms.

Because of the history of music education, one method of evaluation for musical harmony is rather generally applicable, where the aim is a given style. It is common in music courses to require students to harmonise melodies in particular harmonic styles, that of J. S. Bach being a frequent example. This means that a music educator may be asked to assess the outputs of a system, in terms comparable with the assessment of students. Thus, a comparison between computer and human creativity can be achieved, though in a context which is limited to the solving of set problems [Phon-Amnuaisuk et al. 1999]. In principle, of course, the same idea can be used with all aspects of creativity, but with the same caveat.

3.2. Rhythmic generation

There are two ways of interpreting the epithet of rhythmic generation: the general temporal aspects of musical organization that are experienced as meter and rhythm; and the specific generation of percussive instrumental parts—scores or tracks providing rhythmic accompaniment within a musical texture. The vast majority of extant musical creativity work falls into the former category. Generation within both categories may pertain to compositional structure and/or expressive performance timing. It is also important to note that there is a substantial community interested in the study of psychology and neuroscience of rhythm and meter, with its own website3; this literature affords a wealth of opportunity for MuMe practitioners interested in sharing their creative responsibility.

Meter and rhythm are very much open questions in MuMe. While there is a certain artistic potential in the extremes of computer performance (in particular, very fast and/or very precise playing), these effects can only contribute so much in musical terms, and anyway have been the subject of wider musical enquiry for some time, for example, the player piano works of Nancarrow dating back to the late 1940s, or more recently, the advent of the Moog sequencer in the early 1970s.4 For MuMe to develop beyond these restricted means of expression, more theoretical development is necessary. The problem, perhaps, is that meter and rhythm are so fundamental to human musical behaviour that we do not even notice that we are doing them; this proposal is supported by the success of John Cage's random music, in which it is easy to hear rhythm, even though, because the sounds are random, it is—objectively—not there, a phenomenon known as subjective rhythmization [Bolton 1894].

Music theorists have studied meter and rhythm extensively, however. One recent and successful theory is that of London [2012], which has been formalized as a conceptual space [Gardenfors 2000] by Forth [2012]. The premise of London's view is that meter is a cognitive temporal framework within which rhythm takes place. The same ideas, in restricted form, are encoded in Western music notation. Even if one does not

3http://rppw.org

4The ground-breaking Tangerine Dream album, *Phaedra* (1974), opens with the transformation of a sequence played so fast that it sounds like a complex timbre in its own right, which then slows and drops in pitch until it eventually becomes a bass line, played with inhuman regularity. In this one short musical section, Tangerine Dream both brought to the foreground in a popular music context deep questions about the perception of timbre and musical structure—echoing the earlier music-theoretical writing of Cowell [1930], and compositional techniques explored by composers such as Stockhausen and Tenney—and set the stage for pop classics throughout the 1970s and 1980s, such as *I feel love* (Donna Summer and Giorgio Moroder, 1977).
agree with this epistemology, it provides a useful starting point for the algorithmic construction of rhythmic music. Forth’s formalization, though complicated, may therefore prove useful in MuMe, affording a mathematical space of meter and rhythm which can be navigated in rigorous ways.

In activities where music is generated to accompany an existing line, be it melody or otherwise, meter is de facto pre-defined. The problem of rhythm then reverts (again) to stylistic pastiche: the aim is to produce structures that match the existing part, and whatever instrumental intent is involved. For example, in Ebcioğlu’s system, the chorale melody supplies the essential structure, and movement in counterpoint is considered as passing notes. In Pearce and Wiggins’ [2007] melody generation work, the melody was generated given a rhythm (in literal statistical terms).

There are many examples of generative systems with particular attention to rhythm, although less specifically consider rhythmic creativity in conjunction with psychological aspects of metrical perception. In the field of style replication, Bel and Kippen [1992] and Wright and Wessel [1998] are notable examples. Bel and Kippen [1992] in particular were ahead of their time in implementing a generative system for a particular well-defined musical practice (Tabla drumming) and in evaluating it “in the wild” by seeking appraisal of the musical quality of the work from Indian tabla masters (who approved of a good proportion of the generated music). In discussing the rhythmic aspects of this work, it is important to acknowledge that the method used involved appropriation of a language used for describing tabla drum sequences for didactic purposes. Treating a rhythmic sequence as a sequence of arbitrary symbols brings the work closer to the harmonic and melodic sequence generation systems outlined in the previous section than might be naïvely expected. In an explicitly pedagogical context designed to facilitate effective instrumental practice, Hawryshkewich et al. [2010] describe a Markov model-based system that learns the style of an individual drummer and is able to “play along” in a manner comparable to Pachet’s [2006] keyboard-based Continuator system.

Beyond stylistic replication, Kaliakatsos-Papakostas et al. [2012] investigate the qualities of L-systems in the domain of rhythmic generation, producing a modification of the classical formulation, termed Finite L-systems, which are generative grammars exhibiting behavior particularly well-suited to the generation of rhythmic structure. This work uses information theoretic and compression rate measures to quantify rhythms generated by both standard and modified L-systems, enabling conclusions to be drawn about the relative strengths of the new grammar form in terms of the control it affords over the complexity of, and repetition within, generated sequences. In combination with a psychological model of time perception, L-systems have also been used for the generation of expressive timing [Patricio and Honing 2014].

The multi-agent system paradigm has also been used to generate rhythmic sequences, typically motivated by the potential of such systems to produce emergent behavior. Levisohn and Pasquier [2008] describe a metacreative system for rhythmic generation comprising six agents with simple predefined rule-based behaviors. The behaviors are defined in accordance with a subsumption architecture, whereby rules are grouped into layers, with different layers taking precedence depending on context. The impact of different rule-sets on the resulting emergent behavior, and consequently the generated rhythmic output, is evaluated in terms of quantified measures of convergence. A hypothesis of this work is that utilizing a subsumption architecture enables agent behavior to be defined by simple, intuitive rules, which are capable of producing emergent and unexpected behavior comparable to systems embodying more complicated behavioral rules. An example of the latter approach, albeit entirely within an artistic context, is taken by Eigenfeldt [2007], which involves more complicated forms of agent behavior including fuzzy logic and a model of societal interaction. A more
music-theoretical approach, but again lacking any form of evaluation, is described by Pachet [2000], whereby agents are equipped with rules encoding basic musical knowledge enabling them to generate, modify and compare musical structures. In a game-like scenario, agents evolve new music together by trying to satisfy the shared high-level goal of producing “coherent music”.

3.3. Creating an affective response in the listener
Most authors agree that the primary aim of music composition and performance is to achieve an affective response in the listener. Some go further and suggest that a composer’s aim is to align the listener’s own brain states with his or her own [Bharucha et al. 2009]. Similarly, one of the main reported reasons for listening to music is to alter or amplify mood [DeNora 2000].

Affect in music is an extremely difficult area, because of its deep subjectivity. One aspect that does seem generally agreed is the human preference for music which sounds as though it has been played by a human (except where inhuman features, such as extreme precision or speed, are part of the aesthetic), and this would be a fruitful area of research for MuMe: a tradition exists, in the RENCON music rendering contest on which to draw. Achieving specific affective response in a human listener is challenging for a human expert composer, let alone the algorithms used in MuMe. Nevertheless, some researchers have attempted to algorithmically generate music mapping onto particular emotions, or music based on manipulable levels of psychological arousal and valence, however many of these cases are in want of empirical evaluation with listeners [Wallis et al. 2008].

As a notable exception to the lack of rigorous testing with humans in this area, some researchers working at the intersection of CC and affective computing, notably Kristine Monteith, Dan Ventura and colleagues, have addressed both the generation and evaluation of computer music intended to elicit specific emotions or induce particular physiological responses [Monteith et al. 2013], such as changes in breathing and heart rate. For example, one system uses statistical distributions from musical corpora representing different emotions to generate music matched with a target emotion [Monteith et al. 2010]. Other work aims to explore how computationally generated soundtracks may guide or enhance perceived emotion in concurrently-spoken stories [Monteith et al. 2011; Rubin and Agrawala 2014]. In regard to affective response, the present paper focuses on how MuMe systems may be used not only to evoke certain emotions in listeners, but how listeners’ subjective and physiological responses may be used as feedback for generative systems.

3.4. Interactive systems: Incorporating composer, performer and audience feedback
There are broadly four ways in which the behavior of a musical algorithm can be influenced by human interactors: direct engagement with algorithmic processes at compositional or computational levels, either via code or graphical user interfaces; instrumental control, for example by MIDI or OSC; explicit feedback, for example with a human indicating like or dislike for the music; and by implicit feedback, for example by measuring human physical responses such as heart rate, to determine arousal in response to the music. By considering these human intellectual, emotional, psychological, and physiological factors, mental and physical states may be modeled and incorporated into music metacreative systems.

As noted in section 3.1, the use of computers as tools within compositional practice is one of the oldest forms of generative music-making [for a survey, see Assayag 1998].
The field of computer-assisted composition is primarily focused, although not exclusively, on the manipulation and generation of musical scores. More generally, the term can be said to apply to the processing of symbolic representations of abstract musical and compositional ideas, which may include perceptual or psychologically-motivated techniques. This does not mean that other aspects of computer-based music making, such as sound synthesis or interaction design, are precluded from consideration within the frame of computer-assisted composition, but that the primary concern has traditionally been understood as the unification of instrumental compositional practice and computational methods. Consequently, computer-assisted composition is typically characterized as an off-line mode of interaction between human composer and computer system. Compositional software environments must balance the often conflicting requirements of providing composers with tools and abstractions for representing and processing musical information, while simultaneously offering freedom for customization and the capacity to incorporate new abstractions that may emerge as part of the compositional process. The OpenMusic system, and its predecessor PatchWork, are notable examples in the literature given their long periods of active development and wide adoption among leading contemporary music composers [Assayag et al. 1999]. An early system employing genetic algorithms by Horner and Goldberg [1991] embodies a very direct mode of interaction whereby a composer can specify an initial musical idea and delegate its development to the system. New material is in turn presented to the composer for evaluation and subsequent processing. More recent approaches have focused on developing domain-specific programming languages for music processing that are more aligned with mainstream computer languages and associated technologies, such as SuperCollider3 [McCartney 2002], ChucK [Wang et al. 2015], and Tidal [McLean and Wiggins 2010]. These languages afford composer-programmers greater flexibility in defining and controlling the computational processes involved in compositional thinking, while also enable consideration of interactive and performance dimensions, further eroding the boundaries between composition, improvisation and live performance.

Performer influence has been present in computer music since the 1970s, most notably from IRCAM in Paris, where a succession of composers have supplied parameters to music algorithms from human performance, and in other work such as Robert Rowe's Cypher-based music [Rowe 2001, 2008], Peter Nelson's Gross Concerto, Jean-Claude Risset's Trois études en duo, François Pachet's Continuator system [Pachet 2006], and many others. The MaxMSP programming language, originally developed at IRCAM, and its successor, PD [Puckette 1996], has enabled a significant amount of performance-driven computer music to be developed. To our knowledge, the vast majority of this work does not attempt to enter the field of computational creativity, but exists as art, not open to scrutiny by scientific evaluation.

The Cypher system, mentioned twice above [Rowe 2001, 2008] takes input and gives output in MIDI. It affords performer control possibilities comparable to MaxMSP, though in a more score-based, less general paradigm.

In these systems, and others like them, it is possible to introduce feedback into the music generation algorithms, explicitly, via, for example, on-screen controls, or implicitly, via inputs from appropriate sensing devices. It is clear that the former of these has been achieved, because any kind of parametric control over the algorithms by a composer or technician working the software would fulfill the definition; however, this is not normally (if ever) conceptualized as preference feedback, but rather as straightforward performance control. Perhaps, therefore, MuMe needs to consider how to share creative responsibility in this context [Colton and Wiggins 2012]: instead of controlling the computer, maybe the musician could advise it.
Influencing performance by audience response is more problematic because of the difficulty of gathering the necessary response data. There have been attempts to allow computational performances to react to audience feedback given by coloured cards, for example. However, there is a tendency for such responses to average out across human subjectivity, and therefore little is gained. Stockholm and Pasquier [2008, 2009] partially address this issue within a system designed to enable a collective soundscape performance. The performance involves the playback of pre-recorded music, which is streamed to participants’ laptops via a web-based interface. The music is composed to encompass a range of “moods”, and the composer provides basic descriptive metadata and classifies each audio file within a two-dimensional valence-arousal space. Audience members are encouraged to share their mood with the system, which will accordingly select an audio track—taking into account other material currently playing in the space—to stream to their laptop. Participants can provide feedback at the end of each section of music as to how accurately the music reflected their mood, which is incorporated by the system using a simple form of reinforcement learning. Evaluation is minimal and anecdotal, of the form: “audio performance is clearly shaped by participant moods” or performances were “successful at inspiring conversations to arise between disparate people in the performance environment” [Stockholm and Pasquier 2008, pp. 565–566]. However, the approach of preserving a degree of audience individuality within the performance does alleviate the problems associated with simple averaging-based approaches to incorporating audience feedback. The McGill University performance lab, led by Stephen McAdams, is an extraordinary resource in a concert hall that allows individual audience feedback, both explicit, via touch interfaces, and implicit, via physiological measures such as heart rate and skin conductance. The lab is intended for music perception research. Such a resource could be used to great effect for artistic purposes—if the extended preparation time required to install the audience were not prohibitive.

Considering the general issue of feedback raises questions of representation and what meanings, in musical terms, can be associated with feedback data. Livingstone et al. [2005] outline an “affective performance framework”, which provides a model of listener attitudes and a means of annotating compositions with emotional metadata. The purpose of this work is to enable greater realism and expression in computer performances of music by incorporating knowledge of intended emotional expression; however, a similar approach could be adopted to allow performer or audience feedback to influence generative systems at higher levels of musical conceptualization.

We conclude that, while there are too many existing approaches to instrumental control of algorithms to mention here, other kinds of more subtle human control are mostly absent in MuMe, and where they are present, they are conceptualised as parametric control. In the explicit computational creativity context, there seems to be little work in which the creative responsibility is genuinely shared with the computer.

4. EXTERNAL METHODS: EVALUATING THE CREATIVE PROCESS AND ARTEFACTS BY TESTING PERCEPTUAL, COGNITIVE, AND AFFECTIVE RESPONSES IN THE AUDIENCE

In this section, we begin by discussing methods which address human creativity, as these are relevant and illuminating for CC and MuMe research. After providing this background, specific methodologies and applications that can be applied to the study of MuMe will be discussed, making reference to the common areas of interest introduced in Section 3. Because MuMe systems have historically relied heavily upon the researcher’s own subjective opinions for evaluation of these systems (which is neither rigorous nor replicable), we place emphasis on quantitative rather than qualitative approaches. It is not possible to list all possible methodologies which may be of use; the following highlighted examples are offered as a selection of some of the most useful
methods for the evaluation of MuMe and musical CC systems. For further information on qualitative and quantitative methods and evaluation techniques, we recommend consulting a reference such as Mertens [2014].

It is worth mentioning here that some recent research has made an effort to construct systems which embody facets of human perception and cognition, such as chunking and auditory stream segregation (see Maxwell [2014] for a compelling example of this integrated approach). Although this approach may facilitate the evaluation of audience response, our aim is not necessarily to advocate for human-like systems (or to specify any particular setup of MuMe systems), but rather to examine perceptual, cognitive, and affective responses in humans as a means of evaluating the impact of the system’s creative output. For an overview of the methods discussed in this section as well as the subsequent section on methods for internal evaluation, please refer to Table I.

Importantly, in addition to providing a means for researchers to test their creative system, the methods below may be adapted to provide feedback within the system (highlighted in Figure 1B/C). The implementation of feedback loops simply requires the system to incorporate or respond to the evaluated data collected. For example, real-time response data from the audience (on-line listener ratings, physiological measurements, motion capture data, etc.) may be used to update or influence the creative processing within a system. Criteria based on the response data could also be implemented for an internal reward system, for example, whether penalizing undesirable creations or dynamically weighting behaviors that produce a desired impact on audience states—there are precedents for this approach in CC [e.g., Saunders 2012].
4.1. Behavioral tests and the assessment of human creativity

Because we are addressing the evaluation of creativity, and creativity is a human construct, techniques for assessing creative processes and output should be applicable to both humans and machines. Given the long history of testing creativity in humans, we begin with an overview of behavioral tests of creativity. These techniques may be adapted by researchers to test the creativity of their MuMe system.

Behavioral tests of creative thinking are fairly common, as assessing creativity is relevant across a wide range of educational and professional contexts. Sets of behavioral tests (called batteries) are also commonly used for children’s entrance exams, identifying gifted students, or placement into enrichment classes or speciality art schools. Most behavioral batteries test divergent thinking, convergent thinking, artistic ability, or rely on self-assessment. Divergent thinking is the ability to generate new ideas or solutions to some problem or task. Because divergent thinking can result in ideas that are not novel, metrics concerning originality, applicability, and value are often employed in conjunction with divergent thinking tasks to assess creativity. Conversely, convergent thinking tasks measure the individual’s ability to discover a particular solution to a problem, and often require employing different strategies to find the solution. Self-assessment tasks prompt the individual to report his or her experience with creative pursuits, or ask questions about personality and creative inclinations. And lastly, artistic tests are usually domain-specific methods for testing proficiency or evaluating the creativity of an artistic object (such as a poem or musical score), often relying upon expert judgment. All of these assessment methods may be applied to the development or improvement of computationally creative systems.

The most common behavioral battery of creativity is the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, or TTCT [Torrance 1998] (developed in 1974 and re-normed in 1974, 1984, 1990, and 1998), and has been employed for testing infants up through adults. The TTCT primarily tests divergent thinking ability, and is comprised of verbal and figural problems. Measures of assessment for the original TTCT were based on traits from the model of Guilford [1959], including Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, and Elaboration. Fluency measures the number of generated ideas that are relevant to the problem (such as the number of figural images produced in a drawing task). Flexibility measures the similarity of responses, and whether solutions are based on multiple domains or ways of thinking. Originality refers to the number of responses that are statistically infrequent. And lastly, Elaboration measures the individual’s ability to develop and add ideas to pre-existing ones [Torrance 1998; Kim 2006].

When re-normed, two new measures were added, and Flexibility was eliminated because it was found to be highly correlated with Fluency [Kim 2006]. This yielded the five measures of Fluency, Originality, Elaboration, Abstractness of Titles, and Resistance to Premature Closure. Abstractness of Titles refers to the degree of understanding and abstraction of thought beyond mere labeling of pictures. Resistance to Premature Closure measures the amount of “psychological openness” used when considering alternative ideas and processing the available information [Kim 2006]. In addition to these five measures, Torrance [1998] identified a set of thirteen subscales of “creative strengths”, including, for example, richness of imagery, humor, and emotional expressiveness. The Torance tests are a prime example of testable measures of creativity that may be adapted as a metric for evaluating creative behavior (such as divergent processing and flexibility) and output (such as the originality of artefacts) from artificial systems.

Various other tests of divergent thinking, some of which were predecessors to the TTCT, are still often utilized as well. Most of these tests examine individuals’ elaboration of possible solutions, measuring detail, quantity, novelty, and variety of ideas.
One approach by Wallach and Kogan [1965] has participants list as many items as possible that fall into a particular category. Another example is the Alternative Uses Task, developed by Guilford [1967], which asks participants to enumerate possible uses for a common object. There are also domain-specific divergent thinking tasks, which also fall under the category of artistic ability assessment. Many of these are also based on the work of Guilford and Torrance. The Measures of Musical Divergent Production [Gorder 1980], for example, tests musical participants on the number of improvised sounds produced (Fluency and Elaboration), shifts of musical content (Flexibility), Novelty, and “musical appeal”. Because this assessment requires musical knowledge, scoring is performed by expert musicians, which is akin to the Consensual Assessment Technique discussed below. Systems designed to facilitate sound designers and composers in exploring complex sound synthesis parameter spaces explicitly aspire to notions expressed in domain-specific divergent thinking evaluation methods.

In discussing the evaluation of Genomic [Stoll 2014], the author informally discusses the ability of the system to successfully explore the space of possibilities and generate high novelty populations, and move towards more rigorous methods of quantifying performance by considering the diversity of output sets in terms of similarity measures between generated sounds. For other examples of musical creativity tests, see the Measure of Musical Problem Solving [Vold 1986], and the Measure of Creative Thinking in Music II [Webster 1987]. If used within a MuMe performance setting, these musical evaluation criteria would lend credence to claims about the creativity, quality, and impact of the music generation system on listeners.

Convergent thinking tasks approach creativity in a slightly different manner. To successfully complete these tasks, creative thinking is required in terms of reassessing a problem, finding an insightful problem-solving perspective, or shifting strategies to hone in on the correct solution. An example of a convergent thinking task is the Remote Associates Test [Mednick 1962], in which participants must find one word that associates three given words. In terms of MuMe systems, a convergent task may be something like synchronizing the artificial system with the performer (by using various strategies based on rhythmic cues, pitch information, and shifts in harmony; see Cont [2011] for an overview of score following research), or finding converging means of eliciting a particular affective response in the listener, such as the rule-based system developed by Livingstone et al. [2010] designed to enable the real-time modification of musical structure and performance attributes for the purpose of inducing particular emotional states in the listener.

Self-assessment tests request the examinee to contemplate their own creativity, and are discussed below in Section 5.2 in the context of implementing techniques within the system for self-reflection. Lastly, as noted above, artistic tests often aim to assess the creativity of artefacts by recruiting expert opinions. The Consensual Assessment Technique may therefore be considered an implementation of this kind of test; we present an overview of this method below.

### 4.2. Consensual Assessment Technique

Csikszentmihalyi [1999] proposes that creativity entails a process that produces a new idea or artefact which is recognized as creative by others. Possibly the most widely applied method of external validation is called the Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) [Amabile 1982, 1996a], in which a panel of experts from the relevant field judge the creativity of an artwork, theory, product, or performance. The method combines the critiques of the various judges, and is not based on any one particular theory of creativity [Amabile 1982]. The argument behind this approach is that the best reference for judging creativity comes from those with in-depth knowledge of the area. Because critics can have differing opinions, the assessments are pooled across judges.
That said, the technique has been shown to demonstrate reasonable reliability and reproducibility across sessions [Baer and McKool 2009]. One limitation of the CAT, however, is that the processes underlying the generation of the creative artefact are not considered.

It is worth drawing a comparison between that CAT and the (inaccurately) so-called ‘Turing Test’ methods of evaluation. There is a wide range of interpretations of this latter approach. For example, Cope [2005] has claimed success of the music generated by his system EMI in terms of its reception by a human audience (though not in a direct guessing game). However, there are some points to be made.

First, the Imitation Game, discussed in a thought experiment by Alan Turing [1950], requires a direct comparison by a player between a hidden human and a hidden computer in a task in which a very high level of performance would be expected of all healthy humans: general conversation. Musical composition is not, for whatever reason, such a task; this leaves most players ill-equipped to make informed judgments about the ‘game’. Second, in Turing’s Imitation Game, it is the aim of the hidden human to attempt to fool the player into choosing incorrectly; to our knowledge, this has not been attempted in this kind of study—and it is far from clear how an experimenter would go about doing so.

The CAT, on the other hand, requires experts for its comparison, addressing the first of these differences. Because it focuses only on one creative system, it does not address the attempt to deceive. Instead, and much more usefully in a scientific context, it requires qualitative feedback which can be used to enhance the creative system in question, as did Pearce and Wiggins [2007].

4.3. Extensions within computational creativity

Some of the behavioral methods and strategies listed in section 4.1 have been adapted for the evaluation of computational creativity. As discussed above, for example, a version of the CAT has successfully been used for assessing the creativity of generated music [Pearce and Wiggins 2007], an approach that is also useful for eliminating judges’ bias against artefacts generated from artificial systems.

When expert evaluation is not possible, non-experts (as well as the researcher) may use a set of criteria for assessing the output of a potentially creative system. In the field of CC, Ritchie [2007] has proposed one such set of criteria, which are similar to the evaluation metrics used in the evaluation of human creativity. His empirical criteria are based on novelty (in terms of untypicality, innovation, or class membership) and quality (in terms of value ratings), and allow for variation in subjective judgment of creative artefacts as well as the variation in the criteria used to define creativity itself [Ritchie 2001]. Note that he too focuses on the generated artefact, and not on evaluating the internal processes underlying the creation of that artefact.

A framework for evaluating creativity that focuses both on generated artefacts and the creative behavior of a system is Colton’s creative tripod [Colton 2008]. Colton emphasizes that knowledge of the creative process influences an observer’s judgments of creativity, in value judgments of human creativity, but also and especially in the context of computational systems. He presents his evaluation methods with the knowledge that observers often demonstrate a bias against artificial systems: although exceptions exist, computationally-generated artefacts are often judged to be less creative than human generated ones, or the “real” creativity is attributed to the programmer, not the system [Moffat and Kelly 2006]. With this knowledge, the creative tripod is offered as a technique for describing and evaluating the behavior of creative systems, and is based on assessing skill (technical ability), appreciation (valued in the domain), and imagination (appropriate novelty that moves beyond pastiche) [Colton 2008]. Colton argues that if the system is considered skillful, appreciative, and imaginative, then the
software should be deemed creative. Colton and colleagues have also worked to begin formalizing computational creativity theory (CCT) by offering two descriptive models as a starting point: one focused on the act of creative generation, called FACE, and another which tests the impact that creative systems may have on the observer(s), called IDEA [Colton et al. 2011]. The FACE framework may be used to describe the processes underlying melodic/harmonic generation and rhythmic generation in MuMe models, and the IDEA approach may be used to incorporate the background knowledge and preferences of the audience.

4.4. Questionnaires, correlational studies, and rating scales

Surveys and questionnaires can be a valuable way for researchers to examine listeners’ subjective responses to their system or their system’s output. Assessment of this type may be based on the collection of factual information (e.g., collecting data about listeners’ age or years of musical training may be incorporated so that the system reacts to and performs for specifically the present audience), or subjective responses from listeners. Open-ended questions may be employed, such as, “What aspects of this music strike you as novel and why?” Questions posed to listeners may be chosen to address specific research questions of interest, or they may be based upon the behavioral and psychometric tests above, or draw upon, for example, the set of key components of creative systems outlined in Jordanous [2012]. This qualitative, open-ended format enables the audience to freely express their opinion, but responses can be more difficult to pool across participants, especially in real-time. Surveys using discrete response criteria (e.g., asking the listener to select one of several options, as with multiple-choice questions) or rating scales may therefore be easier to implement for providing real-time feedback to the creative system. For a discussion of surveys and the evaluation of creative output in live performance settings, see Eigenfeldt et al. [2012].

Alternatively, responses to quantitative questions are well suited to be used to examine correlations between properties of the generated artefacts and their impact on listeners. Correlational studies use a statistical analysis to assess the relationship between two variables. The relationship is measured in terms of direction (positive or negative correlation) and strength (e.g., a correlation coefficient between 0 and 1). Although correlational studies do not provide evidence for causality, they can be a valuable indicator, and inspire empirical studies that can test causal relationships. A useful technique within computational creativity is to correlate properties of the creative system or the creative artefact with behavioral responses from observers. For example, listeners’ ratings may be collected to assess cognitive and affective states in response to melodies varying in style or complexity. Several different types of response scales may be used for these quantitative assessments. A common tool is the Likert scale, a psychometric rating scale in which participants respond on a symmetric response range from disagreement to agreement. For example, “How creative [enjoyable/interesting/novel] was this melody on a scale from 1 to 7?” Scales of this sort have been utilized to prompt listeners about preference, expectation, perceived complexity, aesthetics, functionality, novelty, and more. Although these are subjective tests, when administered correctly, ratings scales can provide very robust and consistent measures of participants' judgments (e.g., Preston and Colman [2000], although Yannakakis and Martinez [2015] give a precautionary account).

For researchers concerned with the individual subjectivity of observers’ ratings, group-level approaches such as the Consensual Assessment Technique [Amabile 1982], described in Section 4.2, may be of use. By measuring the degree to which a group of
assessments agree, the issue of individual subjectivity is resolved. The CAT in particular also utilizes measures of reliability (consistency in agreement among raters) and validity to ensure that the findings are robust and replicable. For these reasons, MuMe researchers may find averaged responses (across a group of observers, especially experts) very helpful for systematic and reliable evaluation of their systems.

4.5. Measuring movement and physiological response

Physiological measurements can be used to capture physical manifestations of psychological and emotional states, thereby making these methods very relevant for MuMe performance systems. Common measures are heart rate, or Blood Volume Pulse (BVP), respiration, and Galvanic skin response. Skin conductance is an electrodermal response indicative of a person's physiological and psychological state of arousal (a term used to describe overall activity or energy). Another useful method is electromyography (EMG), which measures small movements in the muscles associated with smiling and frowning. These techniques have been used to assess perceived tension, stimulus intensity, or evoked emotion in a range of domains, and have also recently been applied to measuring audience physiological and affective response during music listening [Egermann et al. 2013]. MuMe systems could also use physiological measures to capture listener levels of engagement, and to model an audience state for the purpose of providing feedback to the computational system. Enabling creative systems to dynamically learn, model and react to the audience can eventually lead to systems with self-reflection, which of course will impact the way in which the computational system performs.

4.5.1. Motion capture. Motion capture is another approach to measuring real-time indicators of emotion, arousal, and embodied cognitive states. In this technique, motion sensors are placed on the participant's body to record movement in real-time while performing a task. This technique has been used in studies of music performance, for example, to correlate performers' movements (sometimes during specific sections of music) to perceived emotion in the audience [Livingstone et al. 2009; Friberg 2004]. In the context of a MuMe performance setting, researchers could use this method to capture performer or audience movements (again, indicating affective states), and examine whether movement differed between different types or sections of generated music.

4.5.2. Eye-tracking. Eye-tracking is another technique that indirectly measures online, real-time aspects of attention, perception, and cognition. Eye-tracking may be used as a measure of attention, information-processing, and decision-making Hayhoe and Ballard [2005]; Duchowski [2002], as well as exploratory behavior (by measuring saccades around an image or visual scene) Conati and Merten [2007]. For MuMe systems that collaborate with a human performer, this method may be used to elucidate the performer's perceptual and cognitive states, which may also be built into the system as feedback. For example, if a pianist is co-creating with a computational system, measuring his eye gaze may provide information about the notes that the pianist is considering playing during real-time performance, or alternatively, the moments in which the music does not line up with the performer's expectations. A benefit of this method is that no overt response is needed; the participant may go about their task at hand in a relatively undisturbed manner while data are collected. Eye-tracking may also be useful for multi-modal MuMu performances, to assess visual attention and engagement in the audience.

4.5.3. Reaction time. Rather than ask participants to make direct judgments or ratings, reaction time (RT) may be used as an indirect measure of perceptual or cognitive
processing. RT is the time between the presentation of a stimulus and a subsequent behavioral response, such as a button press. This method may be used for a variety of tasks; for example, RT data may be used to assess the relative expectedness of stimuli that vary in predictability or group membership, with the hypothesis that slightly altered stimuli will result in longer reaction times than grossly deviant stimuli [see for example Wang et al. 1994]. In the setting of a MuMe performance, a listener may be asked to respond when a rhythmic or melodic pattern changes, to inform the researcher about the listener state. Alternatively, if a co-creator or musician is working with the MuMe system, incorporating RT may yield a more robust model tailored to the co-creator’s reactions.

4.6. Measuring neural responses using electroencephalography

For those MuMe researchers interested in incorporating the participant or listener’s neural activity into their system or performance, electroencephalography (EEG) may be the most viable technique. EEG measures the electrical activity in the brain, as measured on the scalp. Populations of neurons, when firing together, emit enough electrical activity to be measured (albeit amplified) through the layers of meninges and cranium. It should be noted that EEG measures cortical activity; electrical signals from inner brain structures (such as the basal ganglia) dissipate too much by the time they reach the skull. Changes in electrical activity are thought to reflect underlying post-synaptic neural processing, with particular kinds of EEG oscillatory activity, in different parts of the brain, indicative of particular types of perceptual or cognitive processing. EEG methods are often not used for localization of function, as the spreading signal is broadened and muffled by the time it reaches the electrodes on the scalp. Rather, EEG has excellent temporal resolution, with measurements (on as many as 256 electrodes placed around the scalp) recorded as often as every 1 or 2 milliseconds. Because of the fine-grained temporal measurement, and the modern availability of affordable and transportable EEG caps (such as the Emotiv system), electroencephalography is well-suited for music research, and has been used with performers during live music generation performances and in the context of brain-computer music interfacing systems [Grierson and Kiefer 2011, 2014; Miranda 2006; Rosenboom 1990].

One of the most common EEG techniques is event-related potential (ERP) analysis, which measures electrical activity (in terms of amplitude in µV and latency in ms) immediately following an event (i.e., an experimental stimulus). There are characteristic waves in the ERP response: First the N1 is a large negative-going evoked potential, which peaks in amplitude around 80-120 ms post-stimulus onset. This activation is usually distributed in frontal-central areas. This wave is followed by a positive-going evoked potential (the P2), which peaks around 150-270 ms post-stimulus onset. Researchers make a distinction between the auditory evoked response and visual responses, for example, which display small variations in amplitude and latency. The N1 is a preattentive response that is sensitive to the unexpectedness of an event [Lange 2009], as well as physical properties of the stimulus (in the case of audition, the loudness or frequency of the stimulus, for example). In addition to stimulus predictability, the amplitude of the N1 can also reflect focused attention [Luck et al. 1990; Alho et al. 1997].

In terms of music generation and creativity research, ERP components can be used to assess expectation mechanisms and semantic processing in the audience or co-performer. As discussed above, the amplitude and latency of the N1 component is modulated by unexpected events occurring within a predictable context. Because novelty is an important aspect of evaluating creativity, a neural response to unexpected stimuli is a useful tool for assessing perceived surprise. Evidence also exists that N4 is sensitive to predictability: the amplitude of these components may increase during
rule-learning, as when participants are implicitly learning the transitional probabilities between tones within a “tritone word” (a set of three tones, analogous to a word with three phonemes) [Abla et al. 2008]. The N4, then, may be used as a proxy for statistical learning or segmentation. Because segmentation ability can reflect the amount of implicit knowledge acquired, as well as the training/experience of the individual, this measure can be used for comparisons of computational segmentation and statistical mechanisms with neural signatures of learning and surprise in humans.

Researchers also commonly examine temporal and spatial activation over broad swaths of the cortex. In time-frequency analyses, global oscillatory activity is assessed in terms of different bands of activity. The theta band (4–7 Hz) is seen during drowsiness and states of low physiological arousal, but has also been connected to suppression and inhibition. Alpha activity (8–12 Hz) has been widely studied, with some controversy of findings. It is commonly associated with calm states – posterior alpha waves (distributed over the occipital lobe) while the individual’s eyes are closed is often indicative of relaxation or drowsiness. Like theta activity, some research argues that more alpha power reflects passive or active inhibition of non-relevant information while performing a task [Worden et al. 2000]. Finally, beta band activity (13–30 Hz) typically reflects active, alert states. In addition to measuring these oscillatory bands to use as real-time feedback for MuMe systems, oscillatory activity has also been used to guide creative interaction between the system and the co-creator [Miranda 2006].

An approach within the neuroscience of creativity has been to examine oscillatory band activity during creative compared with non-creative tasks. One hypothesis is that alpha activity supports divergent thinking [Martindale et al. 1990], and therefore more alpha and less beta band power should be present while individuals perform a creative task. Although this hypothesis has found reasonable support [Jaušovec 2000; Martindale et al. 1984], it should be noted that some studies have not seen this elevation in alpha power for creative versus non-creative activities (see Dietrich and Kanso [2010] for a review). In sum, oscillatory activity may be used with musicians or co-creators during real-time performance [Rosenboom 1990; Miranda 2006], or to capture the audience’s affective state [Egermann et al. 2013] and incorporate it into the musical creation.

4.7. Benefits and limitations of particular methods

Choice of external methods may rely on several factors, including the goals of the researcher for the creative system, the architecture of the system, and even budgetary and time constraints. It is therefore useful to consider the pros and cons of the various methods mentioned above. The alternatives for behavioral assessment of creativity (e.g., the Torrance tests) may be easily adapted to ask listeners directed questions about their perception and emotional responses to the creative system. Indeed, questionnaire data can be an attractive resource for MuMe researchers because these data are relatively easy to acquire and analyze, and no expensive, specialized equipment is needed for data collection. As discussed above, correlating properties of creative output with listeners’ responses can both help researchers understand what is and is not working for their system, and be used as audience feedback to the system. A potential drawback, however, to collecting behavioral responses, especially from non-experts, is that the act of asking observers to rate their views can actually alter the observers’ views [Schwarz 1999]. Because response bias may be reduced in experts, the researcher may seek to obtain experts’ assessments of the creative artefacts using the CAT, although this can require significant time and funding. Methods drawn from computational creativity, such as the creative tripod [Colton 2008; see §4.3], may also be particularly helpful, as these methods have been specifically devised for testing computationally creative artefacts.
An alternative approach to collecting behavioral responses is to assess creativity through indirect measures of perception and cognition, such as eye-tracking and reaction time measurements. These methods can skirt the issue of bias, and are also useful in cases where expert evaluation is not feasible. The drawback, in terms of ease of use, is that special equipment, as well as specialized software for data analysis, is necessary to implement these physiological methods.

5. INTERNAL EVALUATION: MODELING HUMAN CREATIVE BEHAVIOR AND AUDIENCE PERCEPTUAL, COGNITIVE, AND AFFECTIVE STATES FOR SELF-REFLECTION

Methods for modeling human perception, cognition, and affective states, together with their associated methods of evaluation, can inform the development of more sophisticated creative systems endowed with self-evaluative capacities. Self-evaluation, at some level, may be regarded as a necessary component of creative acts. Human creators make judgments regarding artefacts, creative processes or affective responses, both from their own knowledge and perspective, but also from an understanding of how their practice or works may be received. Such internal evaluative mechanisms may simply provide direct feedback for the creative process, leading to the refinement of artefacts. On a more sophisticated level, self-evaluation can form the basis of reflection, whereby the entire creative process itself becomes the subject of consideration. Self-reflective agents may be capable of exhibiting creative behavior that corresponds with what Boden describes as transformational creativity, which in terms of the CSF (section 2) is redefined as “exploratory creativity at the meta-level” [Wiggins 2006a, p. 6].

Reflection may be based on the methods already presented above, e.g., a system may employ a model of audience affective responses which is based on the collection of EEG data, but note that the data itself is not sufficient for reflection; the system must have a means of reasoning about the data. Alternatively, the system may employ, in addition to its creative processing, a model of some aspect of the audience (and their background/context, such as the musical experience of the target audience) to reflect upon the impact of its creative behaviors. A complete survey of the subject of reflection within CC is beyond the present scope, however, we discuss below some prominent techniques for modeling human perception and cognition, which may be used to enable creative systems to incorporate knowledge of their audience into their reasoning and meta-reasoning processes. We begin by discussing how the methods presented in Section 4 may be used as the basis for self-reflection within a creative system.

5.1. Self-assessment based on behavioral tests

Section 4.1 above included a discussion of how behavioral tests, such as the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, may be adapted to allow researchers to externally test the creativity of their system. Divergent and convergent thinking tests may also be adapted as internal tests for self-reflection. Consider a system that employs an internal model of measures such as Originality and Elaboration, or uses subscales of creative strengths [see Torrance 1998] such as emotional expressiveness. If the system has a set of self-evaluation metrics such as these, and a means of assessing itself via these criteria, the system is then able to situate its own behaviors and output in the context of what it aims to achieve artistically, and how successful it may have been.

Self-assessment tests offer another clear way to draw from human behavioral tests for the purpose of self-reflection. These tests implore the examinee to reflect on their own creativity, or report autobiographical information, such as the participant's involvement in artistic pursuits (e.g., experience taking a visual arts class or writing a short story). Self-assessment may be based on an existing conceptual framework of the creative process, such as that suggested by Wallas [1926], which includes the
four stages of preparation, incubation, illumination, and verification. Many formal self-assessment tests are also based on the work of Torrance, such as the Khattenap-Khatter Creative Perception Inventory [Khatten and Torrance 1976]. Some work in the field of CC aims to prompt creative systems to examine and critique their own output [Colton et al. 2014], but this has not yet become standard practice in MuMe.

5.2. Reflective models based on external tests of audience perception, cognition, and affective states

Data from perceptual and physiological external evaluation methods may be used as the foundation for internal reflection if the creative system reasons about the data. For example, the system may form expectations about how its artefacts will be perceived by the audience, tailor its creative processing to produce a desired effect (e.g., an affective response in the listener), and, given these expectations and goals, subsequently reflect upon whether the desired effect was produced in the listener and why. If a system strives to invoke a particular type of affective response in the listener, it should possess some sort of internal model of human affective responses (based, for example, on the two-dimensional model of valence and arousal). Then, once feedback from humans is collected (e.g., questionnaire ratings are recorded) and analyzed with regard to the internal model of affective response (e.g., average scores on ratings scales indicate particular affective states in the audience), the system may reflect on whether its target was met. Regardless of the type of external feedback received, if the system is given a means of predicting how listeners are likely to respond, it may compare listeners' actual responses with its predictions.

In contrast to post-performance reflection, real-time measures of physiological responses may be used for continuous, on-line self-assessment and reflection. For example, motion capture data that is fed back to the system may provide valuable information about whether the generated music is resulting in the particular movement responses (e.g., tapping along to the beat or dancing to a particular rhythm) that the system hopes to elicit in the audience [e.g., Solberg 2014]. If systematic changes in the audience are not discovered, the system may want to alter its creative process. Along the same lines, eye-tracking measurements, reaction time data, heart rate data, and continuous EEG may be used by the creative agent to assess whether the desired goals of the system have been achieved, and whether (and how) the creative processes should be updated to support future desired outcomes.

5.3. Measures of prediction and expectation for modeling perception and affective response

Temporal processing of sequences, such as music and language, relies heavily upon expectation and prediction mechanisms. Our brain picks up statistical relationships and patterns in our environment from which we learn and make predictions about the world [Saffran et al. 1996; Creel et al. 2004; Lew-Williams and Saffran 2012]. Because expectation is crucial for learning, and influences what enters perceptual awareness as well as what is encoded in memory, it may therefore also be considered integral to human creativity [Wiggins 2012b]. While listening to speech, one does not passively “hear” words go by; rather, the listener makes implicit predictions about what will happen next. For example, in the sentence, “I saw the bird flap its...”, the listener will have a strong expectation for “wings”. If an unexpected word occurs instead, such as “banana”, a surprise response to the semantic incongruity is elicited in the brain [e.g., Kutas and Hillyard 1984]. Through correct and incorrect expectations (that is, expectations that are either validated or violated by the ongoing stream of information), we learn the rules and structure of the signal or stimulus. We are then able to form increasingly robust and accurate prediction mechanisms, and the learning process continues dynamically in this cycle of prediction, feedback, and updating of an
internal predictive model [Clark 2013; Garrido et al. 2007]. Relating this perspective on human cognition to computational creativity, researchers may consider using a similar type of prediction-action feedback loop in their MuMe systems [c.f., Brown and Gifford 2013], as this mechanism enables humans to learn a statistical framework and network of associations (analogies, scripts, schemas, etc.) that guide perception, cognition, and creation.

Correct prediction is a valuable evolutionary trait, and because we cannot always rely on direct experience to form predictions (for example, when encountering an unfamiliar member of the large cat family), theorists posit that humans have developed affective responses to the validation or denial of predictions, even in domains such as music in which there are no real threats [Huron and Margulis 2010; Huron 2006]. Through this emotional response to prediction, we develop preferences about what we encounter in the world. The incorporation of models of listener expectation into generative procedures could make a powerful impact to the expressivity and creativity of MuMe systems. Livingstone et al. [2010] identify the modeling of expectation and tension as a future step in the development of their Computational Music Emotion Rule System. Gaining the ability to predict likely listener responses to new material in terms of expectation enables systems to explicitly model higher-level compositional intentions concerning the elicitation of particular affective responses—for example, Huron [2006] and Egermann et al. [2013] provide potential inspiration.

In relation to phenomena such as novelty seeking, creativity, and aesthetics, hedonic preferences may often be described in terms of an inverted-U relationship as described by Wundt and Berlyne [Berlyne 1970]. The hedonic function stipulates that as stimulus intensity or complexity increases, preference or pleasure increases until the top of the Wundt curve, after which increasing complexity results in diminishing preference. Essentially, theory posits that stimuli that are very predictable are perceived as boring, and stimuli that are extremely complex or intense are viewed as inaccessible or over-stimulating. Therefore, the center of the curve yields a “sweet spot” of optimal complexity, which is often both a function of the complexity/intensity of the stimuli, as well as the background and experience of the observer. This theory has been applied in a range of domains, including music perception and creativity research [e.g., Steck and Machotka 1975; Martindale et al. 1990; Saunders and Gero 2001; North and Hargreaves 2008].

The role of expectation is not new to the field of creativity, as demonstrated by the work of Wiggins and colleagues and others [Wiggins et al. 2009; Pearce and Wiggins 2007; Grace and Maher 2014; Maher 2010]. Pearce and Wiggins have used measures of unexpectedness in implementations of computational systems and in behavioral tests of music perception [Pearce and Wiggins 2006; Pearce et al. 2010; Agres et al. 2013]. Maher and colleagues speak of expectedness and surprise as an evaluation metric—like many other approaches, novelty and value are identified as mandatory criteria for evaluating creativity, but in addition to these, Maher adds unexpectedness. She argues that whereas novelty is a metric for identifying how different a particular artefact is from other examples in its class, unexpectedness is based on a set of temporal expectations; it quantifies not how different the artefact is, but how much it deviates from expectation [Maher 2010].

Researchers looking for explicit techniques to build expectation into their systems may want to turn to information theory, which provides tools for implementing measures of expectation and prediction as discussed above. Information theory measures the amount of information contained in a transmitted signal, and has been widely applied in fields as diverse as astronomy and linguistics. Measures such as entropy (amount of uncertainty) and information content (IC: unexpectedness; the probability of an event given context) have been shown to reflect measures of perceptual and
cognitive processing. For example, in music perception, Pearce and colleagues have shown that IC captures the unexpectedness of musical events [Pearce and Wiggins 2006; Pearce et al. 2010; Agres et al. 2013]. By calculating the IC of discrete events, one can make predictions about which events should be the least or most expected in the sequence [Pearce et al. 2010; Pearce and Wiggins 2012]. For behavioral validation, participants can rate the unexpectedness of the events, as this has been shown to be a robust measure for capturing participants' psychological expectation and surprise. Rather than solely examine point-wise measures of information, one can also test the effect of information properties of the entire sequence [Agres et al. 2013]. The information theoretic properties of whole sequences have been shown to have a dynamic effect on perception and memory over time, with complex stimuli often having an increasing effect of poor recognition memory performance. As discussed above, expectation mechanisms play a prominent role in listeners' perception and experience of music. By using information theoretic measures and behavioral testing, MuMe researchers may quantify listeners' expectations and then apply this knowledge in generative systems to influence listeners' perception of melody and rhythm, create a desired affective response, and model the listener's mental state.

No summary of information theoretic approaches to creative cognition would be complete without mention of the work of Jürgen Schmidhuber—in particular, his Formal Theory of Creativity, Fun, and Intrinsic Motivation [Schmidhuber 2010]. This relates to the important question of why humans like to be creative, even when doing so does not benefit them in any biological way. The account is based on an evolutionary advantage afforded by abilities to identify patterns in the world (and thus be information-efficient), and to compress the overwhelming amount of data which assaults an organism in the process of normal perception. Hedonic reward is hypothesized to arise from successful compression, providing a notion of 'beauty', though the definition of beauty as compressibility is, in our option, overly simple. Biederman and Vessel [2006] supply an endocrine mechanism via which Schmidhuber's theory might be implemented.

To summarize the relevance of expectation mechanisms on computational creativity: prediction helps the brain learn and encode information about a domain, and (violation of) expectation is related to aesthetics and affect. This may be modeled, at least in part, using information theory. Creativity often involves the discovery of novel solutions to a problem or task; it is the act of exploring (finding new regions or pathways) or extending a learned space of mental representations. The network of mental representations or conceptual spaces may be thought of as a complex prior distribution, with statistically-defined co-occurrence and correlational features. In this framework, exploratory creativity involves generating new ideas based on learned probability distributions or conceptual representations, and preference for generated creative artefacts (value judgments) generally falls within a preferred range of familiar and novel, or predictable and complex.

5.4. Conceptual representation

Given the importance of conceptual blending, associative processing, and the novel combination of existing ideas or examples within the field of computational creativity, it is useful to consider frameworks which specifically address the structure and properties of concepts themselves. While several approaches address this point [Barsalou 2008; Barsalou et al. 2003; Bareiss 2014], we focus on Peter Gärdenfors' conceptual spaces theory [Gärdenfors 2000], because it provides a quasi-formal framework with stated mathematical principles to underpin the cognitive modeling.

Gärdenfors [2000] presents the theory of conceptual space as a representational tool for approaching problems concerning the modeling and understanding of cognitive processes. As a representation, it is situated at a particular level of abstraction.
He argues that conceptual structures should be represented using geometry on what he terms the *conceptual level*. This level of representation is situated between the *symbolic level*, which includes, for example, formal grammar, and the *sub-conceptual level* of high-dimensional representations such as neural networks. The theory states that concepts, which are entirely mental entities, can be represented within sets of *quality dimensions* with defined geometrical, topological or ordinal properties. These dimensions correspond to ways of comparing objects, namely, how similar (proximate) or distant stimuli are within a space. Thus, similarity between concepts is implicitly represented in terms of the distance between points or regions in a multidimensional space, in a manner comparable to the spatial view of similarity proposed by Shepard [Shepard 1962a,b].

For example, a conceptual space for color is defined by the three dimensions of hue, saturation, and brightness, all of which can be described in terms of geometrical shapes. Certain dimensions are integral; this signifies that giving value to one dimension (e.g., pitch) necessitates a value in another dimension (loudness)—if a pitch exists, it must have a certain loudness. Other dimensions are separable, such as instrumentation and rhythm. Gärdenfors defines a domain as a collection of integral dimensions that are separable from every other dimension. This yields a slightly more specific definition of a conceptual space as a set of quality dimensions that are divided into domains. Additional formalizations are present to define the geometrical characteristics of domains and regions, such as convexity of natural properties. For a more in-depth account, see Gärdenfors [2000].

One can apply conceptual spaces theory to both the processes underlying creative generation and to modeling and incorporating the state of the audience or performer whilst creating. For example, given an appropriate conceptual space, it is possible to develop hypotheses, specified in terms of geometry, about how novel musical ideas are likely to be perceived by the listener. This is analogous to the estimation of likelihood given a stochastic model. However, in addition, the geometry affords a particularly intuitive means of interpretation and reasoning, accessible to both humans and machines. Understanding can be modeled in terms of proximity, spatial regions, trajectories and transformations, and other properties inherent in the geometrical structures [c.f. CSF, Wiggins 2006b]. In practical musical terms, potential undertakings could include constructing conceptual space representations of high-level concepts such as genre or mood, which could be used as the basis for blending between different styles, or as a component of a system that attempts to produce specific affective responses. Other possibilities might include utilizing perceptually validated feature spaces of melodic or rhythmic structure, which afford the grounding of concepts like “singalongability” or “danceability” in musical structure. Such spaces could be used by generative processes within the creative system to guide the production of new artefacts according to predefined criteria, or in a more autonomous and strongly creative system, the formation of the system’s own higher-level goals and intentions. Conceptual spaces can potentially allow MuMe systems, and their human collaborators, to explore and evaluate novel artefacts in terms of meaningful shared conceptualizations. These conceptual structures can support the modification of generative processes, either by the system designer or the system itself, to enable the exploration of previously uncharted conceptual regions, whilst importantly retaining the ability to relate new discoveries to already known forms of musical expression.

Significant challenges to the practical application of conceptual spaces theory are, firstly, the construction of such geometrically-meaningful spaces, and secondly, establishing their perceptual validity. A detailed discussion of this topic beyond the scope of the present review, and is itself a major area of research in the fields of cognitive science, psychology, and machine learning. Furthermore, as a theory of representation,
conceptual spaces theory can be combined with established modeling techniques, such as statistical models [for example, Pearce 2005] or deep neural networks [for example, Bickerman et al. 2010], to enhance the capacity of the system to begin to approach issues of meaning, in the perceptually grounded sense, of the data over which they operate.

One testable hypothesis that could be formed regarding creativity and conceptual spaces is that novel ideas/examples that lie within a conceptual space are less cognitively demanding to process (although also possibly perceived as less creative) than novel examples that change the geometry of the space (as in transformational creativity). Incorporating a conceptual spaces model of the audience or co-creator may supply the MuMe system with a means of self-reflection and theory of mind that may enhance the appropriateness and value of the generated music. This may be considered to be an anthropocentric approach to creativity, but again, because music (and musical creativity) is a human construct, the ways in which humans conceptualize of music can lend important insights for AI and machine creativity.

Some systems already incorporate methods inspired by conceptual spaces for creative generation or to serve as models of listeners’ perception [Bååth et al. 2014]. One system, presented as a cognitive architecture, suggests the use of a formal implementation of Gärdenfors’ conceptual spaces to draw analogies between different domains, namely musical pitch perception and visual scene perception [Chella 2015]. Forth [2012] presents a number of geometrical representations of musical structure designed to enable the processing of melodic and metrical-rhythmic structure in terms of perceptual similarity. Another approach facilitates exploratory behavior of conceptual spaces in the context of creative story generation [Veale et al. 2010]. Because an artificial system may generate myriad possible examples, many will inevitably be of poor quality. Therefore, a key component of the system above is to reject candidate stories by confining the system’s exploratory behavior to more highly-valued regions of spaces; in other words, exploration of conceptual space is constrained based on quality dimensions, such as emotion, interest, and tension [León and Gervás 2010]. This technique may be applied to MuMe systems as well for exploring valuable new melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic material.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper provides an overview of theoretical and empirical methods that may be employed or adapted for the study of computational creativity, specifically for the MuMe community. At the broadest level we have addressed the issue of evaluation from two perspectives. Firstly, from a scientific standpoint, we have discussed a range of methods offering means of objectively assessing creativity. These methods can be employed by researchers to answer questions about the behavior or artefacts produced by artificial creative systems. We term this form of evaluation external, because the source of judgments or measurements is from outside of the system itself. The second perspective from which we have considered evaluation is from the standpoint of a creative system itself, and its internal capacity for self-evaluation.

In parallel with discussing methods for external and internal evaluation, we have highlighted connections to theories of creativity and computational creativity, and the broader subject of how making judgments about creative artefacts and the processes that produce them relates fundamentally to questions of system design. We provide a simple taxonomy (as depicted in Figure 1) which distinguishes between different system architectures based on the degree to which feedback and/or reflection are integrated with the generative capabilities of the system. Upon marrying the theoretical argument for the inclusion of both external and internal evaluation methods with the goals of the creative system, we frame our discussions within the context of four main preprints.
areas of interest to MuMe, including melodic and harmonic generation, rhythmic generation, creating an affective response in the listener, and incorporating performer and audience feedback.

Above all, this paper advocates a scientific approach to the study of creativity and the development of MuMe systems. Precise means of evaluation, in conjunction with unambiguously stated hypotheses, are a fundamental building block for advancement in any scientific or scientifically-aligned discipline. We have attempted to demonstrate the benefits of placing evaluation center-stage in that it provides benefits not only for individual researchers, but also the community as a whole. Furthermore, the subject of evaluation in creativity more generally offers insights for the development of more advanced creative systems in which a capacity for evaluation becomes a fundamental component.
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